GraniteWMS
Key Value
Propositions

Accuracy
picking, packing and inventory
control
Efficiency
workflow management and
optimisation
Integrity
process adherence and traceability

ACCURACY

bring the work to the product
When receiving, moving or counting stock, writing down
codes, ticking off lines, and scribbling quantities to be
captured afterwards is just not accurate.

GraniteWMS brings the work to the product
▪ Barcode scanning with immediate validation ensures both
accuracy and speed
▪ Label printing immediately identifies and tracks each item

EFFICIENCY

Find the product every time
Without proper tracking, stock that is mis-shelved
effectively disappears. Hours can be lost hunting for
stock that is hiding in plain sight

Location Management - find the product every time
▪
▪

GraniteWMS manages locations at any level of granularity
If it is LIVE as the work happens then all stock can be found

INTEGRITY

Scan and track physical goods
Managing people, productivity and KPI’s in the warehouse requires
active tracking of every inventory transaction.
Traceability to physical stock - boxes, pallets, individual items - is
only possibly if every item is physically scanned when it is handled.

GraniteWMS lets you scan and track physical goods
▪ GraniteWMS tracks every person from when they sign on, to every
physical transaction they perform.
▪ Moving stock, picking stock, packing stock, counting and adjusting are
all tracked and managed
▪ Track every physical item, box or pallet with a unique code. Every time
a transaction involves an item, it is scanned, recorded and reported

INTEGRATION
GraniteWMS integrates
fully with SAGE200,
SAGE300, and SAP
Business One
Many accounting
systems are just not
built with the focus of
a WMS system.

Adding a barcode-based WMS
to a great Accounting solution
will allow you to deliver
product accurately with zero
mistakes.
GET IT RIGHT with Granite

Contact the GraniteWMS Team
0861 222 254
info@granitewms.com

www.granitewms.com

